
U-CRANE 6

The U-Crane 6 is the latest addition to the existing Academy Awards
winning fleet of stabilized camera crane systems. It is a high end
and very versatile camera technology that offers an unprecedented
performance in speed, image stabilization, flexibility and a quality of
control. The U-Crane 6 is a gyrostabilized camera crane system
capable of mounting on a roof of camera car or any other
specialized vehicles to enable a 360° pan movement of camera
while tilting up and down. U-Crane engineered and developed to
allow filmmakers to shoot moving vehicles from just about any and
every angle providing very stable and accurate, and of course, most
amazing tracking shots done ever before. It is remotely operated
and fully controllable and adjustable from within a camera car
cabin. Shots are setup on the fly & adjusted instantly. Sequences
can be as dynamic as your imagination.The U-Crane 6 can be
mounted on our Porsche Cayenne and on the Ford F-150 Shelby.
This allows us to offer the best combination between car and crane
to achieve the best result for the desired shot.



Arm Length

Lens Height

Tilt
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Max Rotations
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Tilt Speed Max

Max Vehicle Speed

Compatibility 

SPECS

U-CRANE 6

FORD RAPTOR

MONITORS

2x 17” TV logic monitors

2x 9” High bright TV logic monitors
Incl focus assist and waveform 

1x 5” High bright TV logic monitor

PLAYBACK DEVICE

PIX EX-7 incl Harddrive

INTERCOM

Digital wireless Clearcom system
5 beltpacks
3 earpieces 
Speaker

12V & 24V STABILISED CAMERA POWER

36V STABILISED HEAD POWER

MULTIPLE 12V OUTPUTS

MULTIPLE BNC VIDEO OUTPUTS 

32- 42 V, 300 AMPFLI

FLIGHTHEAD 6 GPS, incl:
Max payload 60 kg
Weight head 35 kg
Zoom motor
Spare zoom motor
Shake generator
Joystick control
Camera power cables
XLR to D-Tap cables
ZERO RAINDEFLECTOR 
Weight 2,7 kg
Incl power
Incl spare glasses

U-CRANE 6

SHORT MODE: 4.5m
LONG MODE: 7.6m

8m

45°

360°

+- 3 rotations

5 sec/360°

 1.5 sec/45°

 160km/h

Flighthead 6


